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1. New Features & Functionality
New features and functionality are documented in the Feature Sheet related to this release.

2. Changes in Operation
This section describes any changes in operation that may have occurred due to enhancements or fixes
applied when compared to previous releases of the product.

2.1. BlueVenn 2017.2
There are no significant changes in operation that required additional description

3. Resolved Issues
This section describes the issues that have been fixed in this release that may have been present in
previously released versions.

3.1. BlueVenn 2017.2
Ref

Description

IN-1213

Dragging a field onto DataGrid when an invalid query or no query is present will report an error

IN-1659

Campaign - higher number of records in Comms step (table level)

IN-1977

The Welcome Wizard will not work if no previous campaigns have been executed

IN-2420

Server config - connection string not populated when starting service

IN-2421

Server config - Error when starting service by right-click context menu

IN-2587

Cannot Use Channel with no field list in Wizard - Communication Channels in Wizards create
Field Lists when not required

IN-2623

Redshift - Database is periodically unavailable (maxing connections)

IN-2704

Pivot Graph - cannot drag out multiple selections

IN-2744

Automatic Logout leaves the Context Panel Open

IN-2752

Server config - failed service setup still creates windows service

IN-2810

Dashboard Summary - Localisation

IN-2856

Custom code names can be duplicated

IN-2868

Campaigns - The item is unknown possible timeout issue

IN-2937

Lock errors and object issues

IN-3081

Bluevenn 2016.2 - Error Saving Campaign after leaving for over 10 minutes

IN-3133

Field Flags datagridview issues
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IN-3269

parametric bands should not be sorted in pivots

IN-3351

Campaign progress client bugs and improvements

IN-3377

Banding - delete datagrid column option appears under the wrong column

IN-3409

History import app - importing responses into a different database throws error

IN-3458

The Help Link is broken

IN-3467

On Invalid login wrong error message is displayed

IN-3474

Error displayed when closing campaign with communication step selected

IN-3493

Campaign report is not updated when campaign is saved-as

IN-3496

Adding Categories quickly duplicates the category

IN-3511

Campaign dashboard/metrics do not update until campaign is closed and re-opened

IN-3514

Campaign 'Selection Prediction' text obscured

IN-3515

Campaign - no busy indication displayed when saving campaign

IN-3516

Campaign with twitter channel displays an error 'Incorrect syntax near the keyword 'Key''

IN-3517

Campaign report tab should be cleared after save as new campaign

IN-3524

Caching issue with Dashboard metrics not resolved by cachebuster

IN-3526

Object Sharing - When copying object into a shared root folder the sharing is not applied

IN-3529

Selection - When switching between syntax and designer tab an error is thrown

IN-3533

Unable to activate modelling on upgraded system

IN-3534

Unable to score model

IN-3539

Venn - errors displayed when attempting to copy Domain from Pivot

IN-3541

Anniversary campaign - Error when using folderised database; syntax created uses folder
names

IN-3542

Venn behaviour wizard - incorrect syntax generated when using database folders

IN-3555

Twitter channel - 'Error in AddResponses' failing to add failed send responses to campaign
response table

IN-3559

Campaign and Segment List is not sorted.

IN-3562

Twitter/SMS channel - delivery failures are not displayed in Dashboard or Report metrics

IN-3566

Campaign failing due to NULL\None values in campaigncode output.

IN-3569

'Selected' leads are not displayed in Report for campaigns imported via Campaign
History/Response Import App

IN-3573

Modelling Accuracy and Confidence are incorrect

IN-3585

Result node not being updated for model node

IN-3624

'Selected' leads are not displayed in Report when using 'Full' query
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IN-3625

Twitter channel is not displayed on the Campaign Report tab

IN-3629

Server config - error when copying multiple metadata/db connections from previous versions

IN-3661

Campaign report shows additional 'None' channel when using Twitter channel

IN-3675

Modelling Accuracy and Confidence are not displayed as a percentage

IN-3678

Modelling - Properties panel is missing

IN-3679

Modelling - cannot score a model using database with date key

IN-3680

Campaign Selection does not calculate counts when using a date primary key

IN-3693

Issue within Element renaming

IN-3694

Unable to apply domain to Venn when two venns are open

IN-3698

Selection lozenge paw menu is not displayed when selection is in split screen display

IN-3712

Selection - fails to pass query when table and field are same name

IN-3728

Responses not being collected from Adestra channel

IN-3732

Campaign with all steps is corrupted

IN-3827

2017.1 beta installation feedback

IN-3877

No Error Codes returned

IN-3879

Adestra connector not collecting responses - incorrect syntax suspect space in email role field

IN-3912

Performance - Testing Global Suppression query takes a long time to execute

IN-3927

Attempting to sort by "New Expression" on datagrid displays error

IN-3937

IBMMarketingCloud Channel Upload Key value not held

IN-3952

Silverpop channel does not output email address when configured for subscriberid

IN-3968

FetchResponses stopped processing

IN-3976

Campaign Rebuildresponses returns an error (time-out)

IN-4023

FetchResponses takes 7hrs to process

IN-4117

Created selection using Bigint returns 0 results when referencing post creation with = true

IN-4122

Home Dashboard not displaying sends correctly.

4. Interim Solutions to Known Issues
There are no significant issues that require interim solutions at this point in time.
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